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LOYALTY PROGRAMMES - WHY
Business Objectives
• Increase cinema attendance
• Increase spend on concessions
• Grow Market Share
Do you need a loyalty programme to achieve these?

FACTORS EFFECTING LOYALTY AND FREQUENCY

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location
Parking
Access/Convenience
Film programming, choice and scheduling
Quality of cinema
What else is around the cinema?
Pricing
Customer service
Environment, Design, Foyer
Upgraded screens/projection/sound
Other Marketing activities, offers, promotions
Economy
Disposable Income

Which cinema shall I go to tonight?

Over 50% Default to Closest
Free Parking BIG Factor
Ease of Access

PRINCIPLES OF A LOYALTY PROGRAMME
•
•
•

Reward customers for their loyalty to drive additional profit for the company
– but at what cost and what rewards should be offered?
BUT not all customers are the same either in terms of their loyalty or frequency or retail
spend
So lets take a closer look at these 3 key drivers:
1. Loyalty
2. Frequency
3. Retail Spend

LOYALTY
•
•

•

Loyalty – Mainly location based closest
tends to be the preferred cinema
Factors such as
parking/access/safety/comfort etc. play
significant roles which may or may not be
influenced by a loyalty programme
Different cinemas will have different local
profiles and with different things driving
loyalty and frequency

FREQUENCY
Example of a cinema circuit admission/customer mix

•
•

For most customers, cinema going is a relatively
infrequent past time - 6 to 8x a year
600k admissions will have a customer base
between 75k and 100k people/40k homes
– The mix of cinema frequency is critical in
understanding your customer base: Ranges
from infrequent to frequent cinema-goers:
(see charts)
– Frequency is driven by a number of factors:
environmental, choice, price, availability and
ability to go, willingness to go etc.
– A loyalty programme may only impact on
some of these factors

# Admissions
# Customers

Infrequent

Frequent

2x per annum

30x+ per annum

3%
20%

35%
46%

Annual Frequency

29%
20%

12%
6%

20%
7%

LOYALTY AND FREQUENCY COMBINED
Sources: Cinema companies in different countries and not linked in any way

Appears that frequency is not dependant on loyalty to any
great extent – consistent through all frequency range

Implies that other things driving loyalty
Frequency and Loyalty are INDEPENDENT of each other!

•
•
•

Similar to chart on left:
Loyalty consistent throughout the frequency ranges – one might expect that the
more frequent cinema goer is more likely to be more loyal to a particular cinema.
Of course, some frequent cinema goers will be but will depend on the specific
cinema

Changing long-term
cinema going frequency
is not an easy task.
Measuring change
against ‘market noise’ is
not easy either!
Definitely True

A rewards programme
whatever we call it is
not a ‘quick fix’
Definitely True!

COMPETITIVE VS ORGANIC GROWTH
Competitive Growth
•
Defined as growth obtained by winning cinema attendances
away from customers of local competitors over a given period
of time (not just a one-off)
•
Customers do not increase cinema frequency
•
Easier to do with customers who use both you and the
competition. The more they use a competitor the hard it will be
to switch people away from their preferred cinema

Easier to
switch

Mainly Use
You

Harder to
switch
Mainly Use
Competitor

Organic Growth
•
Increasing cinema-going frequency above and beyond existing
behaviour over a given period of time (years) – reach a NEW
STEADY STATE OF HIGHER FREQUENCY
•
The more inactive an existing customer – the harder it is to
change their behaviour – They don’t care enough
•
The most frequent cinema goers are probably maxed out, so
equally hard to increase their frequency over a sustained
period – They care too much and will take anything you give
them for no change in behaviour
•
Sweet spot will be average cinema goers, (ref chart: 40%
customer base go 6-9x/annum)

BALANCING LOYALTY AND FREQUENCY

Loyalty

Frequency

Competitive Landscape

Opportunity to Increase

Decide where the biggest opportunity exists for your cinema - Data easy to get!

DRIVING SUCCESS WITH LOYALTY – KEY FOCUS (CINEMAGOING)
Customers who go to the
cinema around the average
number of times a year for
that specific cinema
(6-9x in the example)

Loyalty

Frequency

Scale

You MUST have frequency and loyalty data on each of your cinemas BEFORE implementing a loyalty
programme so you can track change over time. There will be major differences.

HURDLES AND REWARD
•

Go 10x per annum… hurdle too high
for most
Lower the bar and it will cost you
more!!!

Too many rewards focus on free tickets and
money off – focus more on soft benefits
– Early booking window
– Free online booking
– Discounts on VIP seats
– Free upgrades to ATMOS screens
– Preview booking window
– Special customer service hot line
– Ability to request movies
– Exclusive online area
– Access to special content
– Parking offers
– VIP lounge/bar/foyer area
– Concierge service

RETAIL – THE ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM!
•

A significant if not the most significant
reason to run a loyalty programme
– Retail purchasing is habitual, tends
not to vary much from one visit to
another
– There are huge margins available to
play with
– There is no film rental ☺
– Quick to track and measure success
– Targeting offers is easier than films
as limited range and simple products

RETAIL PURCHASING BEHAVIOUR IS INDEPENDENT OF FREQUENCY

RETAIL SENSE CHECK – BIG OPPORTUNITY AND KEY FOCUS
Information from Coca Cola
• Around 2 out or every 3 people buy F&B
when going to the movies
• The people who buy F&B have a younger
age profile and higher movie-going
frequency (and intent to visit again)
• 3 out of every 4 people plan in advance to
buy beverages, and about 50% always buy
the same = major part of customer base
• A small change in a big number = significant
incremental revenue

Sense Check
Cinema X

Business Opportunity

Annual attnd
# Customers
Average annual freq

360,000
56,000
6.43

Always Buy
Sometimes Buy
Never Buy

33%
33%
33%

Always Buy
Sometimes Buy
Never Buy
Total
Increase/admission

Always Buy
Sometimes Buy
Never Buy

18,480
18,480
18,480

Sometime Buy % of always buy
Av Spend/Trans (Net VAT)
GP%
Net Pofit/Av. Trans
Average per Group
Always Buy
Sometimes Buy
Never Buy
Total Retail Profit

50%
€
€

€
€
€
€

8.00
65%
5.20

617,760
308,880
926,640

Increase spend target
Inc income
10% € 61,776
15% € 46,332
5% € 30,888
15.00% € 138,996
€

0.39

QUOTES ON LOYALTY – VUE AND KINEPOLIS
Vue Entertainment
•

•

‘We are currently working toward a deliberate plan
and infrastructure. A loyalty programme has a
number of definitions and the priority for us is that our
approach is relevant to our customer and the industry
and importantly a way in which to reward our
customers proactively based on their specific needs
so they can enjoy a personalised experience at Vue’.
‘At Vue we believe loyalty from our customers is
something earned not paid for. Cinemas are a
discretionary spend and therefore customer
satisfaction is what inspires loyalty, not
necessarily give-aways. Our priority therefore is to
build reciprocal value that is an integral part of Vue’s
customer experience with minimal effort required by
the customer’.

Kinepolis
•

MedQ: What is your opinion of the possible differences between a
membership programme, rewards programme and a loyalty programme?

–

•

SC: The difference is mostly semantic, I guess,
although loyalty in theory normally is only
rewarding... well... loyalty, while a membership
or rewards programme can reward other
behaviour, like e.g. social media activity.

MdeQ: How easy have you found the challenge of estimating the impact of a
new loyalty programme on the business?

–

SC: Very difficult, because it goes through
several phases and it is not our approach to
"buy" more frequency and spending by offering
hard benefits, but rather to increase the
relevance of our communication through all of
our channels.

EXAMPLES – MARCUS THEATRES USA – 5TH LARGEST CHAIN
1m+ members

•
•

•

Members earn one point for each dollar
spent at Marcus Theatres.
For every 100 points they accrue, they
receive $5 in rewards.
Additionally, they are eligible for other
benefits, like access to members-only
screenings, free popcorn on $5 Tuesdays
(at participating locations), free refills on
fountain drinks, waived fees for
online/mobile ticketing, and other special
offers. $1 earned for every $10 spent

Ideal for 10x+ per
annum

Equates to:
Min 5% discount on retail revenue and circa 10% on tickets due to
film rental if have to be covered

PAID MEMBERSHIP OFFERS – CURZON CINEMAS UK

• Buys commitment in competitive locations
• Curzon show specialist/niche films so this
will drive frequency to smaller titles
• Simple to understand

FREE MEMBERSHIP OFFERS – PICTURE HOUSE CINEMAS UK

VERY simple to
understand!!
Get’s my vote

PHENOMENA CINEMA - BARCELONA

USABLE DATA AVAILABLE WITHOUT A LOYALTY PROGRAMME

Individuals talking about a targeted
subject

Database
Matched individuals contacted via
channels with 3rd party opt-in

DATA COLLECTION – JUST THE STARTING POINT
Insight which can be used across disciplines:
• Film Scheduling
• Profiling
• Personalisation
• Marketing
• Booking
• Retail
• Advertising
• Forecasting
• Can drive higher overall prices to ‘encourage’
signup and use of programme plus also fund it but
is that the wrong way to do this?

IT’S ABOUT THE REVENUE STUPID
Bill Clinton… almost!

How much?

How long?
How much effort?
Risk vs Return?
Breakeven?
Best use of limited cash?

DISCOUNT AND BREAKING EVEN
•

•
•

Best sustained incremental attendance
achieved in any promotional offer/loyalty
programme?
241 ticket offer (50% discount)
Breakeven circa 40% w/retail

~45%

•

Majority loyalty programmes
– Offer ~10% discount
– Not instant reward
– Breakeven 25% admissions
–

Vs.

wo/retail & w/film rental, b/e around 15% with retail

?%

Suggest that this is less than
15%?

SUMMARY AND TAKE OUT POINTS
AGAINST
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

You can reward desired behaviour WITHOUT a rigid points
scheme using pricing and sign up incentives and still get data
You can run different reward offers for different customer types
and locations
Loyalty programmes are inflexible and hard to change and
even more difficult to stop
Loyalty hurdles are often too high
Require resource, budget and considerable management time
Can become a slave to the programme
Tricky to measure success
Not a quick fix.. THINK YEARS!
May stop other marketing options from being considered and
implements
New initiatives need to be made to fit into a structure or be
outside of it

FOR
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Tracking behaviour and transaction data is tricky
without a formal programme
One programme with simple proposition is easier
to sell and manage than multiple offers and
campaigns
Data will be consistent so trends can be seen and
tracked
Clever use of data can be used in many ways to
benefit the business
Customer’s like the idea even if they don’t all
respond to it the way you would like
Will have a deeper understanding of your
customers over time
Can be a differentiator for the company

THANK YOU

